
Arlington Heights Elementary School Disc Golf Course - Proposed Layout
 

Course Objectives:
Shorter holes that will challenge beginning level players

Unique holes that require different types of shots and are fun and replay-able
Safety for pedestrians, cars, school structures, and other players

Reasonable flow that limits walking between holes
Opportunity for future growth (additional holes, optional tees)

Holes 1 through 4 are shorter utilizing some of the nice trees along the south side of the school. 
and would make a reasonable loop for a P.E. class period.

Holes 5 and 6 are longer and more open and flow around the north side of the school.



Notes: Hole 1 utilizes existing concrete path for tee area.  Basket should be positioned just 
behind and to the right of guardian tree to add challenge, but stay far enough away from fence 
to reduce chances of disc going over. 
 
Over fence would be considered OUT OF BOUNDS and students would take a 1 stroke penalty 
and throw from closest grassy area where disc went out.  On or over road on right would be 
OUT OF BOUNDS as well and students would also throw from grass closest to where it went 
out with 1 stroke penalty.



Notes:  Some small simple limb trimming required occasionally to keep gap off the tee open.  
Tee area would benefit from a 4x4 post as a “toe board” and potentially some fill gravel behind 
that.

Parking lot behind basket would be considered OUT OF BOUNDS to protect any cars (guessing 
there usually aren’t any there very often) that might be parked there and would incur a 1 stroke 
penalty and next throw would be from closest grassy area to where it went out.



Notes:  Tee Area could benefit from a 4x4 post as a “toe board” and potentially some fill gravel 
behind that.

This hole has such a unique set of lines and options to the basket and including it would add to 
the overall fun value and challenge. There is some concern that discs could fade left or hit a tree 
and kick over the 3 ft fence on the left.  Angling the tee area away from the fence as much as 
possible may reduce chances of throws going over.  For any discs that went over the fence, 
students would be encouraged to leave it for school staff to retrieve and would take their next 
throw from inside the fence closest to where it went out with a 1 stroke OUT OF BOUNDS 
penalty. 



Notes: Not sure how deep this stone goes, might be worthwhile to clear more dirt around it and 
see if it is a suitable throwing surface.  If not, could be filled over with some crushed stone and a 
“toe board" inserted in front of it. 
 
On or over any road and path on the right side would be considered OUT OF BOUNDS and 
students would throw from the closest grassy area to where the disc went out with a 1 stroke 
penalty (shouldn’t really be an issue on this hole).



Notes:  Hole 5 is a short walk across the parking lot to the back side of the property.  It is a bit 
longer open hole that will allow the students to stretch out their throws a little, but still stays 
somewhat away from the playground on the left.

Landing inside the playground on the left would be OUT OF BOUNDS and students would throw 
their next throw from the grassy area closest to where it went out with a 1 stroke penalty.

This hole utilizes the pavement to throw off of, and could benefit from some yellow road paint 
(see photo) to mark a tee box/line.



Notes:  Hole 6 would be the longest hole on the course and the basket position could be 
adjusted slightly as to not interfere with the garden area.  There is a nice picnic table next to the 
tee for sitting while others throw.  Tee area would benefit from a 4x4 post as a “toe board” and 
potentially some fill gravel behind that. 
 
Landing inside the playground on the left would be OUT OF BOUNDS and students would throw 
their next throw from the grassy area closest to where it went out with a 1 stroke penalty.


